Thomas Abraham has presented us with a beautifully written book about one of the most recent public health threats to have been dreaded and reported on a global scale. As someone based in Hong Kong, with access to a range of political and academic contacts in the region, he has been able to unearth material that might not have been available to the majority of readers; of particular note is the data relating to mainland China, where this disease appears to have taken root and then spread. The book contains a rich and path-breaking account of the identification, extension and troubled efforts at controlling SARS in the southern Chinese city of Guangzhou. Once collected, all this information---as well as the materials dealing with Hong Kong, the global-level responses to SARS and the work carried out with the causative virus in several significant laboratory locations---is deftly analysed and imaginatively converted into a quite riveting story. Across the regions surveyed, there are several moving portrayals of the travails and courage of many healthcare workers in the face of an unknown and terrifying disease. This is, therefore, a book that is likely to appeal to academics and non-academics alike; the ability to cater to a general audience is a major strength, as it is likely to inform a variety of audiences in the most beneficial of ways. This account can act as a splendid model for how authors can effectively engage with the public about matters of scientific and medical significance; indeed, Abraham, who teaches journalism, will leave readers much better informed about the skills of investigative research and incisive, polemic-free writing.

The donning of the historian\'s hat, however, brings forth a slightly different perspective. This is a book that is best treated as an important collection of primary materials. I will, in fact, not be surprised if it is treated by future historians as a valuable piece of contemporary evidence, largely free of the taint of political machination and bias. But, I also suspect that many students and scholars of medical history will, in coming years, try and find material to test Abraham\'s claims of almost over-arching levels of heroism and cooperation between medical and scientific actors during the SARS episode. The nervousness amongst governing circles in China and Hong Kong about the internal and international effects of the spread of SARS is, of course, recognized and described adroitly; so is the important role played by dissenters brave enough to speak out against the Chinese government\'s initial attempts to hide the scale of the problem. Yet, in this story the medical and scientific communities (both the national and international chapters of these associations) appear too monolithic, their different parts perfectly synchronised all the time. It would have been nice to have known about the situation of particular departments, their laboratory groups and the international agencies they worked with before the SARS crisis struck; after all, information about their pecking order, in terms of political and economic importance, within larger organizational structures would have left us better informed about how the outbreak helped legitimize the role of particular people and agencies, as well as the level of prestige and power bestowed on them in the long term. That said, I am certain justice will be done to this important book by legions of historians in years to come.
